Although landmarking is usually only carried out to manipulate facial images, landmarked features can themselves be used to investigate important social cues. Vernon and colleagues utilized landmark locations across 1,000 naturalistic face images to define facial features (e.g. eye size), and then used these features to predict facial impressions (Vernon, Sutherland, Young, & Hartley, 2014) . This approach gave insights into the pattern of facial cues underlying impressions, and allowed impressions to be automatically extracted from new photographs, with obvious applications for real-world impression prediction (Vernon et al., 2014 ; see also Lienhard, Ladret, & Caplier, 2015) . The approach was inspired by pioneering work in social psychology by Zebrowitz and colleagues, who used facial landmarks to test the theory that facial impressions are based on subtle resemblance to emotional expression, and to investigate stereotypes (e.g. Zebrowitz, Kikuchi, & Fellous, 2010; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 1992) . Once face images have been landmarked, it is straightforward to recover feature points to answer new research questions (O'Toole, 2011 reviews many other studies using facial morphology).
Facial averaging
Face averaging was first described by Galton (1878), who created facial composites of criminals by photographing a series of mugshots using the same photographic plate. Galton was interested in discovering the physiognomy of criminality, believing that character is displayed in facial features (e.g. Lavater 1778; an idea that remains hotly debated: Rule, Krendl, Ivcevic, & Ambady, 2013; Stillman, Maner, & Baumeister, 2010) . To Galton's chagrin, instead of demonstrating that criminals shared the same grotesque features, the resulting composites looked more attractive than the individual faces. This insight was the first demonstration of the average-is-attractive effect, with later studies replicating this classic finding with modern computer methods (Langlois & Roggman, 1990; see Rhodes, 2006 for a review).
Although Galton (1878) failed to demonstrate a criminal facial 'type', the logic of averaging across facial images to create prototypical representations of facial cues is elegant, and very useful in understanding social perception. For example, by averaging across many female faces, one can visualise the prototypical female face (Figure 1B) , because inconsistent facial attributes are averaged out, leaving only features that consistently indicate femininity. Averaging thus offers sensitive control over facial stimuli for FACIAL IMAGE MANIPULATION 11 hypothesis-driven research. Studies have utilised this approach, often in combination with morphing, to examine emotional expression (Calder, Young, Perrett, Etcoff, & Rowland, 1996) , race (Hill, Bruce, & Akamatsu, 1995) , sex (Bruce et al., 1993; R. Russell, 2010) , age (Tiddeman, Burt, & Perrett, 2001 ; Figure   3 ), attractiveness (Perrett et al., 1994; Rhodes & Tremewan, 1996) , stereotypes (Sutherland, Young, Mootz, Figure 3 . Face prototypes made by averaging the shape and surface properties for individual faces within five-year age brackets: a) 20-24; b) 25-29; c) 30-34; d) 35-39; e) 40-44; f) 45-49; and g) 50-54 years. h) The dark lines depict the youngest face prototype, and the shaded area illustrates the difference in average shape between this prototype and the oldest face prototype. i) A caricature of the colour difference between j) the oldest prototype and an overall prototype face of all age groups, matched for shape (not shown). k) Contrast and colour-enhanced image made by amplifying RGB colour differences between the overall prototype and a uniform grey image. Figure modified from Burt, D. M., & Perrett, D. I. (1995) To build average faces, most studies start with tightly controlled face images, photographed under standardised conditions (e.g. frontal-facing, consistent expression, standard lighting; e.g., Perrett et al., 1994;  see Figure 3 ). These controlled images are well-suited to a hypothesis-driven approach aimed at isolating the effect of a manipulated facial cue on social perception. Although this approach has clearly been very productive, it relies on pre-determined hypotheses about which cues are important, risks missing important facial cues that were eliminated by standardisation, and ignores the natural co-variation between cues, as well as their relative real-world importance (Dotsch & Todorov, 2011; Vernon et al., 2014) .
In contrast, data-driven methods work by sampling a wide range of potential cues as they occur in the world, and then examining how naturally occurring combinations of cues influence social perception, rather than pre-specifying which cues may be important (Adolphs, Nummenmaa, Todorov, & Haxby, 2016) .
The value of using a data-driven approach to examine facial impressions was originally noted in the pioneering work by Secord, who anticipated that "impressions would be based on a pattern of cues; indeed the impressions themselves were conceived to be complex in organization" (1958, p. 304) . Recent advances in the creation of dimensional models of impressions have validated Secord's early insights: facial impressions and their underlying cues are often complex, multicollinear, and interactive (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Vernon et al., 2014; Walker & Vetter, 2016) . Importantly, data-driven methods are particularly effective in understanding complex judgements of high-dimensional stimuli such as faces, because investigation is not limited by experimental manipulation of small sets of cues at a time (see Adolphs et al., 2016) .
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Face averaging can be adapted into a data-driven approach, because the technique works even with unstandardized images. Recently, we employed data-driven face averaging by first sampling 1,000 naturally varying face images from the internet, and having these images rated on social impressions (Sutherland et al., 2013) . By averaging across the individual faces rated highest and lowest on a given attribute, such as trustworthiness, we could create prototypically 'trustworthy' and 'untrustworthy' faces, thus visualising the facial features that naturally cue trustworthiness (Figure 4) . Similar data-driven face prototypes have been constructed to visualise complex social groups and associated stereotypes, to test predictions arising from social psychological theories (Oldmeadow et al., 2013) ; for example, bankers look less warm but more competent than nurses, supporting the Stereotype Content Model (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007) . Likewise, data-driven prototypes have been successfully employed to visualise perceived Big Five personality traits (Sutherland, Rowley, et al., 2015) as well as social norms (Ginosar, Rakelly, Sachs, Yin, & Efros, 2015) .
In these studies, perceivers' natural impressions are examined with minimal researcher bias, through sampling a large number of potential facial cues. Face averaging thereby offers a complementary approach to another data-driven method, reverse correlation (Dotsch & Todorov, 2011) . Reverse correlation also seeks to model participants' perceptions while minimising researcher bias. Rather than sampling naturalistic cues to social perception, reverse correlation methods instead aim to visualise mental stereotypes from deliberately minimal visual information. Figure 4 . Prototypically high (rightmost) and low (leftmost) A) attractive, B) trustworthy and C) dominant face averages, created by averaging together the 20 highest and least trustworthy, attractive or dominant rated faces from 1,000 original images.
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Face images lying between the endpoint faces represent morphed blends of the prototype faces, in 20% steps. The face images demonstrate the facial cues naturally used to cue social impressions. For example, femininity, expression (smiling), head tilt and age appear to cue perceived trustworthiness. Modified with permission from Sutherland, C. A., Oldmeadow, J. A., Santos, I. M., Towler, J., Burt, D. M., & Young, A. W. (2013) . Social inferences from faces: Ambient images generate a three-dimensional model. Cognition, 127(1), 105-118. Copyright (2013) Elsevier.
Facial morphing and transforming
Face morphing and transforming go further than averaging, by parametrically varying images along a continuum ( Figure 1C/D) , thereby allowing systematic investigation of how facial cues contribute to social perception (Calder et al., 1996; Young et al., 1997) . For example, morphing of facial emotional expressions has been employed to understand whether people represent these important social cues as discrete categories (Ekman & Friesen, 1975) or along emotion dimensions (Russell, 1980) . People are better at discriminating pairs of faces categorised as representing different rather than the same expression, even when face pairs are equidistant along the morphed continuum (Calder et al., 1996; Calder, Young, Rowland, & Perrett, 1997; Etcoff & Magee, 1992) . Better discrimination between-than within-categories is a hallmark property of categorical perception, demonstrating that emotional expression is represented categorically. Recently, Harris and colleagues (2012) combined these methods with neuroimaging to uncover the neural basis of emotion expression perception. They found that some brain regions represent facial emotional expression categorically, whereas others represent expression dimensionally (Figure 5 ; Harris et al., 2012) . The debate between these competing models (Ekman & Friesen, 1975; J. A. Russell, 1980) was thereby resolved by demonstrating that they hold at different levels of representation. Comparable methods could be used to test the dimensionality of social or personality models (e.g. Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Osgood, 1969; Walker & Vetter, 2009; Wiggins, 1979) .
Morphing has also been used to examine the effect of social categorization on face processing, since perceived categories can be manipulated while keeping facial features identical (Michel, Corneille, & Rossion, 2007 , 2010 . Targets can also be manipulated on multiple social categories simultaneously FACIAL IMAGE MANIPULATION 15 (Hopper, Finklea, Winkielman, & Huber, 2014) . Morphing has also been used to examine how people perceive and evaluate ambiguous social categories, such as mixed-race targets (Freeman et al., 2016; Michel et al., 2010; Webster, Kaping, Mizokami, & Duhamel, 2004) . For example, mixed-race face morphs are reliably categorized as out-group members, although race category boundaries may be surprisingly flexible with experience (Webster et al., 2004; but see Freeman et al., 2016) . Using morphed faces may be particularly useful in future, given the increasing interest in understanding ambiguous, intersectional and dynamic social categories (e.g. Lick, Johnson, & Riskind, 2015; Pauker et al., 2009 ). 'between' blocks involved images from morphed continua that were equally different in terms of the number of steps apart, but images in a within block crossed a perceived emotion category boundary (e.g. happy versus sad) and images in a between block did not (e.g. slightly versus very happy). The 'same' condition involved repeating the same image in a trial block to create an estimate of the maximum possible neural adaptation, as a baseline. The data C) show that the posterior superior temporal sulcus was sensitive to any change in facial expression i.e. represents emotion dimensions, while the amygdala was sensitive only to the shift in perceived emotional category i.e. represents emotion categories. This pattern was observed regardless of changes in face identity. Image reproduced with permission from Harris, R. J., Young, A. W., & Andrews, T. J. (2012) Whereas morphing creates a direct transition between two images, transforming applies transitions to new photographs ( Figure 1D; Figure 6 ), making this technique highly adaptable. For example, transforming has been used to study self-perception by manipulating images of the participants themselves.
Instead of picking their real image, people often choose images as veridical that have actually been morphed to be more attractive (Epley & Whitchurch, 2008 ; likewise for long-term romantic partners: Penton-Voak, Rowe, & Williams, 2007) . Face transforming's ability to create photo-realistic images thereby offers a powerful new tool for investigating other important aspects of self-representation, including social and personal identity (e.g. Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 2002; Sedikides & Brewer, 2015) .
Transforming has also been useful in examining individual differences in social perception, because pairs of similar faces can be generated and people's sensitivity to subtle differences in image pairs can be Figure 6 . Male (top row) and female (bottom row) faces created to vary from low (left) to high (right) facial adiposity, by
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